From its first implementation Energy Dispersive x-ray Spectroscopy (EDS) has been characterized by its usefulness in characterizing elemental distributions in a sample, but also by its relatively low maximum count rate [1] . With the development of the Silicon Drift Detector (SDD) [2, 3] , the limitation of maximum count rate has been greatly reduced.
Current EDS systems now have large area SDDs, improved digital pulse processors, and very fast computers, which allows collection at storage rates over 100kcps while maintaining acceptable resolution. Coupled with an SEM with automated sample stage, it is possible to step a sample through a grid pattern, collect a spectrum at each node of the grid and then post process all of these maps as one large Spectral Image [4] . These technology advances make the EDS analysis of large areas of a sample achievable in much less time by more analysts with SEM for doing phase mapping, finding minor phases or unexpected features [4] . The use of a dual detector system cuts analysis time in half again as it provides two independent channels for processing x-ray pulses. 2 UltraDry detector mounted on a Hitachi SU-6600 FESEM. This data is especially interesting as it shows the possibility of SEM/EDS as an alternative to a small spot EDXRF analyzer. Limited only by the size of the sample stage in the SEM used, it is possible to collect maps ordered in a line that provide more resolution and more information than is provided by a single point line profile acquired by EDXRF. 
